Thank you for your interest in volunteering in the 2013 Brazos Valley Worldfest!
Each individual interested in volunteering must fill out an application. You will receive an email confirmation once your application has been approved.  
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* Required
Top of Form

Personal/Group Information
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Group/organization
		Group Name  ____________________________________________________________

		Contact Person Name _____________________________________________________

	Contact Person Email  _____________________________________________________

	Contact Person Phone _____________________________________________________

*Groups must provide a list of names, birthdates, Tshirt Sizes and Emergency Contact information.  You will receive an email after you submit the application to follow up on this information.
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Individual 	
First Name * Please enter your first name _______________________________________________________

Last Name * Please enter your last name _______________________________________________________
	
Email * Your personal email where all correspondence will be sent ___________________________________

Phone number * XXX-XXX-XXXX __________________________________

Birthdate * MM/DD/YYYY  ________________________________________

Tshirt size * S, M, L, XL, XXL  ____________________   


Emergency Contact Person Name  _____________________________________________

Phone number * XXX-XXX-XXXX  ____________________________________

Relationship * Please indicate your relationship with the emergency contact  _______________________________


Volunteering Information

Number of shifts available to work * 
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Volunteer Area * Please choose the top 3 places you would like to volunteer. We will do our best to honor your requests 
They should be able to enter 1, 2 or 3, not a check box here!
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Anywhere! 
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Friday night concert/dance and Hospitality
     Display/Culture Booths (Saturday morning set up/evening take down)
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Vendors/Concessions  (Saturday morning set up/evening take down)
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Kids Village 
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Stages/Performances 
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Logistics 
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Volunteer Check-in 
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Set-up (Saturday morning)
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Take-down (Saturday evening)
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Welcome/ Gate Entrance 
       Salsa Contest
       Hospitality (Saturday)
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Marketing (prior to festival date and day of) 
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Other:  __________________________________________________


Shift times * Please indicate the times you are available to work 
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Fri, 2:30 - 5:30pm 
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Fri, 5:30 - 8pm 
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Fri, 7-10 pm 
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Sat, 7 - 10am 
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Sat, 9:30am - 12:30pm 
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Sat, Noon - 3pm 
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Sat, 2:30 - 5:30pm 
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Sat, 5 - 8pm 
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Sat, 6 - 9pm 


Liability and Hold Harmless Waiver
In consideration for being selected to serve as a Volunteer for the Brazos Valley Worldfest on November 15 & 16, 2013, (the “Activity”), I hereby RELEASE, WAIVE, DISCHARGE AND COVENANT NOT TO SUE Texas A&M University, any sponsor, and/or the City of College Station, Texas, including their officers, servants, agents, or employees, (hereinafter referred to as FESTIVAL PLANNERS) from or related to any and all liability, claims, demands, actions, and causes whatsoever arising out of or related to any loss, damage or injury, including death, that may be sustained by me or to any property belonging to me, or otherwise, while participating in such Activity, or while in, on or upon the premises where the Activity is being conducted. I am fully aware of the risks and hazards connected with the Activity, and I hereby elect to voluntarily participate in said Activity, and to engage in such Activity knowing that the Activity may be hazardous to me and my property. I VOLUNTARILY ASSUME FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY RISK OF LOSS, PROPERTY DAMAGE OR PERSONAL INJURY, INCLUDING DEATH that may be sustained by me, as a result of being engaged in such Activity. INDEMNIFICATION: I further hereby AGREE TO INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS the FESTIVAL PLANNERS from any loss, liability, damage or costs, including court cost and attorney’s fees, which the FESTIVAL PLANNERS may incur due to my participation in said Activity. It is my express intent that this Agreement shall bind the members of my family and spouse, if I am alive, and my heirs, assigns and personal representative, if I am deceased or incapacitated, and shall be deemed as a RELEASE, WAIVER, DISCHARGE AND COVENANT NOT TO SUE the FESTIVAL PLANNERS. I hereby further agree that this Waiver of Liability and Hold Harmless Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Texas. IN SUBMITTING THIS APPLICATION, I ACKNOWLEDGE AND REPRESENT THAT I have read the foregoing Waiver of Liability and Hold Harmless Agreement, understand it and submit it voluntarily as my own free act and deed; no oral representations, statements or inducements, apart from the foregoing written agreement, have been made; I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and fully competent; and I execute this Release for full, adequate and complete consideration fully intending to be bound by the same.

Have you read the liability terms and conditions above? * 

Yes, I agree:   Signe here:  _____{{electronic approval}}____________________________________  Date:  __________________
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Contact Kim Fox, festival coordinator, kfox@tamu.edu, or 979-845-4016 with any questions.Bottom of Form


